Resolution GA:6/1.1

General Assembly Sixth Assembly


Topic: Diplomatic Protection

Alarmed by the abuse of diplomatic protection and lack of justice,

Believing citizens rights and safety is in danger,

Fully aware of the absence of education on diplomatic protection,

Recognizes the role of the International court of justice for diplomatic protection,

Notes with satisfaction the Vienna Convention of 1961,

1. Calls upon the member states to provide their citizens with education regarding diplomatic protection;
2. Recommends the use of advertisements to bring awareness of diplomatic protection through media;
3. Suggests countries to allow and have the concept of OCI cards;
4. Draws attention to the continuing use of the Calvo Doctrine before diplomatic protection;
5. Encourages more conventions about diplomatic protection similar to the Vienna Convention in 1961;
6. Requests monetary assistance to obtain justice for diplomatic protection mishaps;
7. Takes note of the possible monetary support from IMF or a sponsorship from the World Bank.